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Personal information

Software

CV

2015 -

2017-18

2019

2019

2012-15

Name   Martin Ingwersen Engberg 
Birth Date  25.10.91
Nationality   Danish

Mail    Martinengberg@hotmail.com
Phone   +4522877480

Hi!  
I am a Transportation Design stu-
dent from Umeå looking for a job as 
a Transportation designer.
I am experienced in both exterior 
and interior.

UMEÅ INSTITUTE OF DESIGN
Umeå University

SKIBSTED IDEATION
I was an intern for 9 months working on the produc-
tion model of the car Biomega EV and various other 
projects.

Manyone Mobility
Skibsted Ideation joined Manyone, where I got my 
contract extended.

SURGERY for Skoliosis
Took 2 years off to deal with my skoliosis and recov-
ery. I am all good now again.

MA TRANSPORATION DESIGN

Transportation Design  
INTERNSHIP

Transportation Design  
INTERNSHIP

BA INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
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Biomega EV

Client  1 year extended internship at Skibsted Ideation (now called Manyone Mobility) in             

  Copenhagen. 

Team I was part of a small team of  Transportation Designers developing the Sin EV Concept into a           
  production model.
 

My Task I was working together with Engineers, Business Consultancies and Suppliers to develop the car. I   
  was involved in early sketching phase, Alias proportion model and interior development of the dash- 
  board + seats and “Horizon screen”. I also worked on the CMF of the interior and various tasks like 3D  
  printing and user testing.

Duration The project is currently on hold and I am allowed to showcase pictures published on the Manyone   
  website. 2018-2019
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THE TASK

2018 2019

Biomega Sin Concept
An urban electric vehicle designed in Denmark and build by EDAG in germany. 
A small 4 person package with wheels outside of the exterior with a small footprint. The open 

windows allows awareness of the surrounding urban city with a focus on safety of cyclists. 

Biomega EV
The challenge to preserve as many of the ideas from the Biomega Sin Concept and bring it 
to production was what led the team. In our development we worked closely with engineers 
from EDAG to maintain the low footprint with freestanding wheels. A focus on creating as 

much visibility as possible was also key. 
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A clean exterior
Our goal was to keep a clean exterior. This meant working with aerody-
namic experts and engineers to come up with smart solutions.  
The free standing wheels were also kept by a close cooperation with 
EDAG to make sure it was within legislation to do so. 
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Proportions
I started off with early sketches and Alias models which were adjusted af-
ter feedback from EDAG. This meant I learned a lot about restrictions and 
how to present and prepare material for engineering feedback.
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The horizon screen
I was part of the interior team, creating a mock up in the studio where we could test ergo-
nomic positions for screens.  
The horizon screen was found to not obstruct the drivers vision but provide all necessary 
information eliminating the need for buttons and instead using a touch screen. 
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VOLVO KOMPIS

Client:  10 week exterior project at Umeå Institute of Design in cooperation with Volvo.

Team:  4 man collab between TD and Interaction Design with Victor Andrean (TD), Maximilian Herr  

  (ixD), Nicole Waniowska (ixD) and I.

My task:  I was in charge of the exterior design. Our vision was to make an AV which would incorporate  
  itself into the citie´s architecture and function as both a private vehicle and a public object to   
  be used.

Duration:  April 2017 - June 2017

Collaboration
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SCENARIO

 
 
 37 years old

 2 kids and a husband

 Cares about making the city car  
	 free,	but	still	wants	the	flexibilty
  of a car for her family.

 She wants to give back to create a 
 community in her district bringing 
 people together.

Year 2040
Cities are becoming car free, peoples attitude towards cars taking up space in urban spaces are nega-

tive.  

Volvo makes a collaboration with the municipal to make a dual functional vehicle with both a private 
mode and a public mode. 

PERSONA

 
I was inspired by architecture used for more than 1 function. Making it both a 
static building/object but also an object to interact with in the citiscape.

Volvo Kompis
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With Google Cardboard we presented 3 different 360 
VR experiences of our concepts developed for Volvo. 
The chosen concept was an interactive experience for 
people in the public.

Volvo Kompis
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Explorations were mainly focused on creating an exterior where people 
would be able to interact with the vehicle and also use for an extra urban 
space.

Volvo Kompis
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INVITING
 YOU 

After a package check I decided to modify the exterior to become 
more elongated and also with more space for the interior.
The front bench was simplyfied around the car, making it possible 

to sit all around the car. 

Assymmetric                            Design

Alias model

Volvo Kompis
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FINALE

Volvo Kompis
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Client Exterior project made for the intention of applying for an open internship position at Nissan.

Team Self-iniated

My task The brief was to maintain the package of the current Nissan Leaf and do a version for 2028. I  
  tried to push the concept to come up with a new dynamic monobody of the Leaf.

Duration Made in November 2018 

Nissan Leaf 2028
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MONOBODY
 
DYNAMIC

Nissan Leaf 
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The goal was to keep a simple side view with 
one uniform silhoutte, which evogued atti-

tute in a small package.

Nissan Leaf 
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Final Design
The front is open dividing the sides from the cabin. The rear 
emerges out from a cut in the side.

Nissan Leaf 
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Aeroslider

Client Internal team project at Manyone Mobility.

Team Transportation designers employed by Manyone Mobility. 

Our task We were challenged to look into the future of mobility and come up with concepts that could  
  impact the world. The Aeroslider was born from an idea of combining a Zeppeliner with maglev  
  technology into a vision for combating aviation. 

My task I was involved in the conceptual phase, exterior and focused mainly on the front section of the  

  Aeroslider.

Duration 2 month project. The project is public and I am allowed to show images from the Manyone   
  website. September - October 2019.
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The Aeroslider would connect 3 continents, Africa, Europe and Asia. It is 
propelled through electromagnetic portals which are high up from pillars, 
making it non obtrusive for animals.
The Aeroslider could achieve speeds of 800 km/h thereby going from Mos-
cow to Shanghai in 10 hours. 

The interior cabines are divided in leisure areas such as a park, panorama 
view and private rooms.
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The Aeroslider has a viewing deck in each end surrounded by a running 
track. A mix of bar and seating areas is also connected to this area.

Aeroslider
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The Aeroslider can move through already existing infrastructure with the 
help of pillars. In nature it wont interfere with animals crossing.

Aeroslider
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VOLVO CURITIBA

Client  10 week exterior project in cooperation with Volvo at Umeå Institute of Design.

Team A collaboration project between Sami Laiho in charge of interior and I   

  developing the exterior. 

Our task Our goal was to expand the interior space on a EV platform for a “Public   
  transport” transport inspired by the city of Curitiba, Brazil. 

My task I was in charge of the exterior development.

Duration October 2015 - January 2016

Collaboration
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SKETCHES

Package study for premium 4 seater.
Focus was on space for privacy.

Volvo Curitiba
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Explorations were focused on how to take the Thors hammer lights 
and apply it to the upper part of the greenhouse. 

Volvo Curitiba
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Final Renderings

The rims are made from recycled plastic, which in Curitiba 
is exchanged for fruits.

Volvo Curitiba
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Personal Escape - Airbus

Client  Airbus collaboration at Umeå Institute of Design 2017 

Team  Viljami Räisänen, Koji Yamaguchi and Martin Engberg, from Airbus Tobias   

   Mayer. 
 
Our task  We were challenged to rethink an airplane’s interior by using the entire   
   fuselage space, when the cargo compartment is removed.
 
   Usage of the entire 3D space and Modularity had to be considered as a   
   relevant aspect in the outcome, as well as the user experience.

Duration  The following concept is made during the 2nd year in our Master’s Degree in  
   Transportation Design at Umeå Institute of Design. October - December 2017.

Extra  The project has since been nominated by Airbus for the Crystal Cabine Award.  
   After completion Airbus has decided to patent our idea.
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Focus area
 

New Usage of the lower part of fuselage was our task. We decided to aim for 
a modular and premium solution.

Inspired by a ripcage we designed a middle pathway for higher  head room. 

Concept

Airbus Personal Escape
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Evening lighting    >  Warm orange sunset mood

Privacy combined with Augmented immersion.  
Our fuselage is completely window free. Instead the walls are replaced with 
an augmented view of the outside.

Neutral lighting    >  Boarding, Take-off & Landing

Airbus Personal Escape
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The lower deck is with a bar instead of service. Food can be or-

dered to be picked up by passengers. 

Airbus Personal Escape
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Our goal was to challenge the convictions of airplanes. Creating a new floor 
gave us the opportunity to create light from above. 

The experience of this new type of flight would be unique and create new op-
portunities.
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Miscellaneous
Sketches
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AUDI
Form experiments INSPIRATION

Sketches
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THANK YOU.
Please reach me at: Martinengberg@hotmail.com


